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Murder in Memphis — and in America | Beyond the Cover
Memphis, Tennessee, was once a jewel on
the Mississippi, a great economic and
cultural center in the South. But the people
who built Memphis would hardly recognize
this jewel today. Today, Memphis has the
highest murder rate of any city in America —
higher than Detroit, or New York, or
Baltimore, or Los Angeles. What happened?

To shed light on this question, Beyond the
Cover host Gary Benoit interviewed senior
editor Rebecca Terrell, who is a longtime
resident of Memphis. In this interview,
Rebecca describes how the city she loves
has become crime-infested as a result of
soft-on-crime policies carried out by a
George Soros-favored DA, as well as the loss
of police officers that has strained the police
department to the breaking point. She also
discusses a recent murder in Memphis that
garnered national headlines, pointing out
that the alleged killer had a long rap sheet
and should still have been in jail, but was let
out early. She warns that America’s already
high murder rate will become more and
more like the crime rate in Memphis, unless
policies fueling the murder rates are
reversed.
 
To subscribe to The New American, click
here.
 
Read the online article “Murder in Memphis
Sends Shock Waves — and Warnings —
Nationwide” by Rebecca Terrell.
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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